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Foreword by The 
Honourable Landon 
Pearson O.C.

All children, even the 
smallest ones, have rights. 
And by ratifying the UN 
Convention on the Rights of 
the Child (CRC) every 
country in the world, with 
one notable exception, has 
agreed. But what does this 
actually mean for ordinary 
citizens and especially for 
little children? It is not hard 
for people to grasp that 
children have the right to be 
protected, even when we fail 
to do so.

The basic concept that undergirds the CRC is that children are 
persons with the same rights as all other members of the 
human family with some additional ones owing to their age 
and vulnerability. But if all of us have rights then all of us have 
responsibilities as well. This is why human rights are 
fundamentally about relationships, about how to create a 
culture of mutual respect and compassion and how to learn 
from one another, something we often forget when 
considering little children.

And most of us also understand that children have rights to 
health care and education even if we are not always willing to 
pay. But the participation rights of children cause many of us 
to scratch our heads. What can children possibly have to say 
to us? After all, we know what is best for them. But do we? 
How often do we actually ask and really listen to what they 
have to say?



Perhaps it is only poets and other creative artists who are truly 
open to the fact that there is something truly significant in the 
way that little children envision our world. In his Ode, “On 
Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood” 
the English Romantic poet, William Wordsworth, marvels at the 
small child’s capacity to see “splendour in the grass” and “glory in 
the flower” and then laments about the fading of that vision over 
time into the “light of common day.” Wordsworth was not writing 
about the loss of innocence, he was writing about a different way 
of seeing and of being in a world and the fact that most of us 
forget what it was like to be a child. This is why it is so important 
to connect with little children who can remind us and, often at 
the same time, teach us something new. ‘Shaking the Movers” 
tries to make that possible.

 

With respect to Article 2 of the CRC, the Article that ascribes 
rights to all children “without discrimination of any kind”, it is 
particularly important to hear from small children. Learning to 
distinguish among things and people is a normal process. After 
all, it is the only way in which children can make sense of the 
world around them. That round object they are holding is either 
an apple or a ball but should they eat it or throw it? So it is natural 
for children to discriminate.  But it is not natural for them to hate 
one group of people or another. That they have to be taught.

 

Observing very young children it is clear that they have a 
fundamental feeling for fairness as well as a sense of personal 
agency. What they really need from others older than themselves 
is to be shown through pictures, games, stories and personal 
example how to put these emotions together in a respectful 
manner. This is what the young facilitators at the Shaking the 
Movers event that is the subject of this report, succeeded in 
doing. So please pay attention to what the little children 
themselves have to share with us.

 

Landon Pearson O.C.

In spite of CRC Article 12, which guarantees to children the right 
to be heard, how many of us who listen to them are actually 
prepared to learn something new from them? After all, it is we 
who should be teaching them, not them us!
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Structure and Focus of STM: EC

3.1

3.2



3.1 Shaking the Movers
Established by the Landon Pearson Resource Centre for the 
Study of Childhood and Children’s Rights, Shaking the Movers 
comprises annual youth-driven and led workshops held in 
various provinces across Canada (Landon Pearson Resource 
Centre for the Study of Childhood and Children’s Rights, 2011). 
With an aim to provide children and youth with an 
opportunity to learn about and discuss their inherent rights, 
the workshops are designed to foster a safe space for 
participants to share their views, experiences, and 
recommendations in relation to a specific children’s rights 
theme. The first Shaking the Movers workshop was held in 
2007 in Ottawa, Ontario with 40 children and youth (Landon 
Pearson Resource Centre for the Study of Childhood and 
Children’s Rights, 2007). To date, children and youth 
participating in the workshops have ranged in age from 10- to 
17-years old, although children as young as 8-years-old and 
youth up to the age of 25 have participated in the workshops. 
Currently, Shaking the Movers workshops have been offered in 
British Columbia, New Brunswick, Ontario (Ottawa and 
Toronto), and Quebec.



Based on previous STM reports, it was evident that the youth 
participants wished that they had learned about their rights 
at a much younger age. This sparked the idea to pilot Shaking 
the Movers: Early Childhood. Together, the Honourable 
Landon Pearson, Dr. Virginia Caputo, and Dr. Aurelia Di Santo 
discussed what this version of the STM might look like and the 
different ways that it could be offered to children 4- to 
10-years-old. It was decided that the workshop would be 
connected with a children’s rights course offered as an 
elective in the Master of Arts in Early Childhood Studies 
program at Ryerson University.



Dr. Tara Collins, who has extensive experience with offering 
Shaking the Movers at Ryerson University, generously offered 
her time to assist with the development of the Shaking the 
Movers assignment for the Children’s Rights course, which 
was offered in the Winter 2019 semester. 



Shaking the Movers: Early Childhood was held at Ryerson 
University on April 6, 2019. The graduate students enrolled in 
the course designed the workshops specifically for young 
children. In addition, a group of students designed a 
workshop for the adult(s) in the children’s lives. 



The insight and perspectives shared by the young children, 
youth facilitators, and graduate student facilitators are woven 
throughout this report.

The theme for this year’s workshop—chosen by the youth 
participants of Shaking the Movers 2018—centred on Article 2 
of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child: 
the right to non-discrimination.

“States Parties shall respect and ensure the rights set forth in the present 
Convention to each child within their jurisdiction without discrimination of any 
kind, irrespective of the child’s or his or her parent’s or legal guardian’s race, 
colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or 
social origin, property, disability, birth or other status.



States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that the child is 
protected against all forms of discrimination or punishment on the basis of the 
status, activities, expressed opinions, or beliefs of the child’s parents, legal 
guardians, or family members” (UN General Assembly, 1989, p. 2). 

Article 2: The Right to Non-Discrimination

3.2 Structure and Focus of 
STM: EC

Age

Group

Number of

Graduate Students

4– and 5–

year olds

6

7

6

3

2

3

2

N/A

8

6

4

~20

6– to 8–

year olds

9– and 10–

year olds

Family

(adults)

Number of

Youth Facilitators

Number of

Participants
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Shaking the Movers: 
Early Childhood (STM: EC)

Students enrolled in the MA in ECS children’s rights course 
contributed to and participated in the design and 
implementation of Shaking the Movers: Early Childhood in 
partial fulfillment of the course requirements. The aim of the 
assignment was to provide the students with an opportunity 
to support young children in learning about their rights, 
specifically the right to non-discrimination. In January 2019, 
the students began planning for the Shaking the Movers: 
Early Childhood event to be held in April 2019.



Using a rights-respecting approach, students designed an 
agenda and planned activities for the workshop which 
focused on the child’s right to non-discrimination. Each group 
included: lead facilitator(s), note-taker(s), a photographer, and 
an observer/support person. Seven youth facilitators (2 from 
the School of Early Childhood Studies undergraduate 
program and 5 from the community) were also recruited and 
invited to join us on the day of the event. Over the course of 
the semester, students worked both in-class and on their own 
time to plan their workshop.

4.1 Planning Process

Each group was responsible for planning 
a participatory workshop that focused 

on a child’s right to non-discrimination.

4– & 5–

year

olds

Group 1 Group 2

6– to 8–

year

olds

Group 3

9– & 10–

year

olds

Group 4

Family

(adults)

Four groups were formed:



The STM: EC event was held at Ryerson University’s Early 
Learning Centre (ELC). The ELC was chosen as it is a space 
that is organized specifically for young children. Each group 
had a designated classroom. One classroom was used as a 
quiet room (if necessary), and a kitchen was available for 
preparing snacks and refreshments. The family (adult) 
workshop was held in a university student classroom located 
in the same building as the ELC.

4.2 Location

1. Morning Session



19 young children and their 
families, 22 graduate students, 7 youth facilitators, 3 
volunteers, and 4 special guests gathered


On Saturday, April 6th, 2019, 

at Ryerson University to take part in the Shaking the Movers: 
Early Childhood event. 



The day consisted of two main parts: morning review/training 
session and afternoon STM: EC Workshops.



During the morning portion of the Shaking the Movers 
workshop, the students, youth facilitators, special guests, and 
volunteers gathered at Ryerson University for breakfast. 
Students then divided into their groups with their youth 
facilitators to review the planned activities for the workshop. 
Given that the youth facilitators had not been part of the 
planning throughout the semester, their primary role was to 
work with the student facilitators in implementing the 
activities. This session provided the students with the 
opportunity to finalize their workshop, and for the youth 
facilitators to become familiar with their afternoon events.



Students, youth facilitators, special guests, and volunteers 
then convened as a group. The agenda for this session 
included:

4.3 The Event



At 1:00pm, the children and families arrived.



Upon arrival the families signed a consent to participate form 
and a consent for photography form. Given the nature of this 
event, it was important for the children to provide assent for 
their participation. Therefore, a child-size table and chair were 
available for children to complete their registration form (see 
Appendix A).



After completing the forms, families were taken to their 
child’s classroom and welcomed by the students and youth 
facilitators. Family members were then taken to their session. 
Over the course of the afternoon, the student and youth 
facilitators guided the children and their families through 
various rights-based activities and fostered meaningful 
discussions concerning the child’s right to 
non-discrimination.



Following is a summary for each of the workshops and a 
description of lessons learned.


2. Afternoon STM: EC Event


M O R N I N G  A G E N D A

A Land Acknowledgment given by graduate student, 
Sophia Mohamed.

Keynote address by The Honourable Landon Pearson.

Lunch.

Acknowledgments given by Aurelia Di Santo to 
graduate students, youth facilitators, special visitors, 
and volunteers. 


Graduate student presentations - each group 
provided an overview of their plan for the children’s 
workshops.
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Overview of Groups & 
Workshop Activities 

green

red

red

Before the workshops began, the facilitators in each group 
prompted a discussion with the children about the day’s 
events to ensure that they were informed about the aim of 
the workshop (i.e., why they were there). During the 
introductions, the facilitators explained to all of the children 
that it was their choice as to whether or not they wanted to 
participate in each activity and discussion and offered a 
variety of alternative choices in the event the child(ren) 
declined participating in any of the activities and/or 
discussions. In an effort to offer a safe space for discussion, 
learning, and play, one designated facilitator in each group 
wore a  shirt and had the role of supporting the children if 
they wanted to leave the group and return to their adult 
family member(s). The children were informed that they could 
go to this person in the red shirt if they were feeling 
uncomfortable or overwhelmed, or if they wanted to return to 
their parent/guardian/trusted adult that accompanied them. 



Following this, verbal assent was obtained from each child to 

participate and have their photo taken. In addition to the 
consent to be photographed provided by the adult(s) 
accompanying the child(ren), children were reminded that it 
was their choice whether they wanted themselves or their 
work to be photographed. To distinguish and respect the 
child’s assent or dissent to be photographed, a green or red 
sticker was added to their name tag. Each child wearing a 

 sticker on their name tag, indicated that they 
could/chose to be photographed; those wearing a  sticker, 
indicated that they could not/did not want to be 
photographed.



Article 2: 
The Right to Non-Discrimination.

The children in this group shared their ideas which helped 
shape the activities that introduced the concept of 

 Young, children can 
advocate for themselves between and amongst their peers 
and adults, and when they are provided with opportunities, 
they are eager to take the lead on social games and group 
activities. The following activities were designed to offer 
children a concrete understanding of their right to 
non-discrimination and provide language for them to use as 
they advocate for their own rights as well as the rights of 
others.

5.1 4– and 5– Year Old Group

Before beginning the workshop, and to come together as a 
group, the facilitators and children sang “The More We Get 
Together”. Children introduced themselves by sharing their 
name and age. The lead facilitator then explained the focus of 
the workshop.

Introduction

A c t i v i t i e s

Student facilitators: Amrita, Amy, Chantal, Marina, 
Shaamini, and Sierra



Youth facilitators: Clara and Makaela



“I feel happy when I play 
my ninja game.”



Z. age 4

“When I’m with my sister.”



N. age 5

“When I’m outside.”



T. age 4

“When I ride my bike.”



R. age 4

“I feel happy at home 
when I’m with my 
family.”



B. age 5

“When I’m spending it 
with my mommy.”



A. age 4

“I’m happy … when I’m 
outside.”



T. age 4

“I feel happy when I 
play at home.”



P. age 4

In their own words..

At home I am happy when...

Questions and statements included: What is your 
name?; What is your favourite colour?; I feel happy at 
school when…; I feel listened to at school when...

As an ice-breaker activity, the facilitators made statements 
and posed questions while passing around an inflatable 
beach ball. The objective of this activity was to provide time 
and space for children to introduce themselves, to garner 
insight into children’s knowledge and understanding of 
children’s rights, and to introduce the universality of children’s 
rights. All children were invited to participate and were 
reminded that they could choose to “pass” if they did not want 
to participate. Children either threw or rolled the ball to one 
another. 

Pass the Ball

(Source: MacNaughton, G., Hughes, P., & Smith, K. (2007). Young children’s rights and 
public policy: practices and possibilities for citizenship in the early years. Children & 
Society, 21, 458–469.)

[1]

[1]



Wants versus Needs

(Sources: Fountain, S. (1993). It's only right: A practical guide to learning about the 
convention on the rights of the child. New York, NY: UNICEF and Teaching for Children’s 
Rights, Wants & Needs: Card and Activity Kit: UNICEF Canada; 
https://www.e-activist.com/ea-campaign/action.retrievefile.do?ea_fileid=14113)

[2]

[2]

This activity was developed to invite a discussion about how the 
children view wants and needs in relation to rights. The facilitators 
placed signs on either side of the room; one was labeled want and 
the other labeled need. Children were shown images of objects and 
actions that represented either a want or a need and they were 
asked to move to which ever end of the room they thought the 
image represented. Examples of images include: water, food, a dog, 
and a spaceship. If the children were unsure whether they believed 
the image represented a want or a need, they were invited to stay in 
the middle of the room. Children then created their own image 
representing a want or a need and were invited to share their 
image with the group.

“Because you can say I want to ride a horse.”



B. age 5

The activity 
began with the 
lead facilitator 
showing the 
“want” sign and 
asking: “What do 
I want?” 



What did the 
children think?


Most of the 
children viewed a 
horse as a want.

Serres, A., Fronty, A., & Ardizzone, S. (2012)

To provide children with the opportunity 
to learn about and ask questions about 
their rights, a youth facilitator read the 
book I Have the Right to Be a Child, 
written by Alain Serres, illustrated by 
Aurélia Fronty, and translated by Sarah 
Ardizzone (2012). The student facilitator 
posed questions throughout the reading 
in an effort to encourage a discussion 
and to stimulate reflection. 

Story Time:
I Have the Right to be a Child



Next the lead facilitator showed the “need” sign and asked: 
“What do you need?”



What do children have to say about what they need? Lots….

While discussing whether a dog is a want or a need, the 
young children distinguished that, depending on the 

circumstance, a dog can be a want and/or a need. 

“We need to 
be kind.”



T. age 4

We need 
“parents”



N. age 5

We need “to 
be careful”



T. age 4

“It’s healthy and you don’t to 
want to get hungry or sick.”



R. age 4

“Food. You don’t have 
energy and you get 
hungry.”



R. age 5

“Me too.”



R. age 4

“Because I like dogs.”



R. age 4

“Because we need 
dogs sometimes 
like a rescue dog.”



R. age 5



Even with a challenging image such as “dirty water” several of 
the children knew that it was not a good beverage choice.

“Because you don’t 
need it ‘cause it’s dirty.” 



R. age 4

“Because dirty 
water can make 
you die.” 



R. age 5

Art Project: All Children Have a Right to...

For this activity, the children 
were provided with large pieces 
of paper and open-ended art 
materials (e.g., crayons, pencils, 
markers) and were encouraged 
to communicate their ideas of 
what rights are through art. The 
objective of this closing activity 
was to encourage children to 
reflect on their prior 
knowledge/experiences with 
respect to their rights and to 
provide them with an 
opportunity to represent what 
they had learned throughout 
the workshop.

[3]

(Source: Retrieved from https://www.pinterest.ca/pin/317714948704245519/)[3]



(Source: Retrieved from https://www.pinterest.ca/pin/317714948704245519/)[3]

Through this activity, the children showcased that they were 
thinking about wants and needs in relation to rights. When a 
student facilitator asked A. (age 4) if an apple is a want or need, 
she responded “I was thinking about it. I think it’s a need.”

Each child was provided with a large sheet of paper with the 
outline of a speech bubble.  “I have the right to…” was written at 
the top of the sheet.
To ensure the inclusion of children who wished not to draw, 
other art materials such as collage materials, playdough and 
plasticine were also made available. 

R. (age 4) chose plasticine to express his right to play. 



T. (age 4) drew a date (the fruit) but shared that he doesn’t 
like dates. When asked if it’s a want or a need he responds: 
“A want! No! A need!” T. drew the date as he believes they 
are a need because they are food. 



R. (age 4) drew water for his dinosaur because water is a 
need. 



N. (age 5) drew that she “has a right to sleep!”



B. (age 5) said that she has a right to play. “I am drawing 
two friends.”



Facilitator:

Child:

Beginning of the Workshop: 

 Do you think your sister has the same rights 

as you? 

 “No. Different”.



End of the Workshop:

Child identified that “all children have the same rights”.

5.2 6– to 8– Year Old Group


Article 2: The Right to 
Non-Discrimination

As social beings, children continue to build their confidence 
and discover new skills to master and expand on. Children 
may show an interest in advocating for themselves and strive 
for more independence. Children are making stronger 
connections between themselves and are building close 
relationships with their peers and the world around them. 
Being accepted by peers can be a common goal for children 
and understanding 

 is a valuable component in helping 
children embrace equity, diversity and inclusion.



The following activities were designed to offer the children an 
opportunity to think about their right to non-discrimination.

A c t i v i t i e s

INTRODUCTION

Part one: What Do You Think Your 
Rights Are?
The main objectives for this activity included: 1) to 
provide the children with an opportunity to “engage in 
conversation about what they believe their rights are 
prior” to starting the workshop; and 2) to understand 
which rights children were “most familiar with at the 
beginning of the event” (Arts, Bagirakandi, Batool, 
Dulysh, Mohamed, Shoemaker, Waters, 2019). 

Student facilitators: Chloe, Kristen, Leah, Melissa, 
Nicole, Sophia, and Warda



Youth facilitators: Gavin, Lara, and Isobel



To promote meaningful dialogue, the 
youth facilitators engaged with the 
children while they were completing 
the activity. 

Each child was given a blank wooden puzzle consisting 
of two pieces. The first puzzle piece was presented to the 
children along with a variety of writing materials.



To begin, the children were provided with one piece of a 
two-piece wooden puzzle to draw and/or write what they 
knew about their rights.

PART TWO: My Rights Are...

The children re-visited this activity at the end of the 
workshop. They were given the matching piece to their 
puzzle and invited to draw and/or write what they knew 
and/or learned about their rights after taking part in the 
workshop.



To close the workshop, each child was invited to share 
and speak to their puzzle pieces.

Two children share their completed puzzles:

“Stand up for 
our f riends.”

This child drew his 
mother. He shared 
that he drew her as 
she makes food for 
him when he gets 
home f rom school.



What did the children have to say 
about their rights puzzles?

I have a right to ...

“My mom and dad.”

 “Have fun outside.”

 Do you think it needs to be safe outside?


 “Yes it needs to be safe.”

Child:
Facilitator:

Child:

“A home.”

“Watch TV.”

“Live in a home.”

“Have fun.”

“I like to have mom and dad, home, sunlight.”

 “Be safe.”

 “What does it mean to be safe? I feel 

happy & comfortable.”

 “Yes I feel happy.”

Child:
Facilitator:

Child:

PRIVILEGE RACE

This activity took place outdoors. The privilege race was 
developed to explore the complexity of barriers and 
privileges that can and do contribute to discrimination 
in children’s environments. The children were provided 
with ten character cards to choose f rom. Each character 
card had different symbols that represented various 
barriers and privileges that might affect the character’s 
ability to go to and participate in school such as food, 
money, and transportation. Once each child chose a 
character, the youth facilitator then read out a script of 
statements and held up a visual of the symbol that the 
children were to look for on their card. For example, “if 
your character had breakfast (egg symbol on the card) 
this morning, come forward two moves”.



This continued for each of the symbols. At the end of 
the race, the children were asked to look around them 
and to notice which characters made it to the finish line, 
and which did not. The facilitators reminded the group 
that although education is a right, barriers exist that 
impact some children’s access to education. The 
objective of this activity was to provide the group with 
an opportunity to see discrimination play out in a safe 
space and to set a foundation for a discussion about the 
impact of discrimination on children’s rights.

Refer to Appendix B for the full script.

© Shoemaker et al. (2019)



Story Time: Say Something

This activity provided an opportunity for the children to 
listen to a story about children living their rights and 
standing up for their rights and for the rights of others.

(reynolds, 2019)

What might be 
discrimination? 

“Different ways we look.”

“Where we live.”

“Our parent’s job.”

What can we do? “Say Something.”

Who can we say 
something to?

“Trusted family.”

“Adults.”

“Friends.”

“Teachers.”

For the characters that didn’t have breakfast or lunch, 
one child suggested “we can share”.



When the facilitator asked if you have the same skin as 
the teacher one child responded, “It’s called luck”.



Children thought about the situations their characters 
were in such as “my character had a lot of food. They 
had breakfast and lunch” and “my character had to go a 
long distance to go to school”.

In their own words..



“I think everyone has had a moment 

in their life when they have felt excluded”.


M. (age 10)

5.3 9– and 10– Year Old Group


Article 2: The Right to 
Non-Discrimination

Students designed their activities to acknowledge the 
complexities around 

 and how, at times, social situations can 
conflict with the rights of the child through a variety of ways 
such as: peer pressure, social norms, and popular media. The 
participants were given an opportunity to reflect on what it 
means to be discriminated against and how this may have 
impacted them and/or others.

Getting to Know you

To provide time and space for the 
children and facilitators to get to 
know one another, each 
participant was invited to select 
one to three coloured popsicle 
sticks. Each colour corresponded 
with a question. 

This activity was developed in an effort to establish the 
children’s level of understanding and awareness with 
respect to their rights. By means of an open and 
meaningful discussion, the children were invited and 
encouraged to share their thoughts, opinions, and 
feelings about their rights. The children agreed that 
they knew about their rights.

What are Children’s Rights?

A c t i v i t i e s

Student facilitators: Amanda, Erin, Justine, 
Madeleine, Nancy, and Nichola



Youth facilitators: Amara and Menal



“The right to participate in specific activities.”



“The right to education.”



“A lot of children around the world do not 
have these rights.”

Visualizing Non-Discrimination

 Should the UNCRC be written by children? 

“There should be rights depending on the time, so 

children should write the UNCRC.”



A beach ball was available for the children to write questions 
or make comments throughout the workshop.


Facilitator:
Child: 



Designing Our Puzzle

Using pre-cut puzzle pieces 
made of thick corrugated 
cardboard, the children were 
invited to draw a 
representation of themselves 
and their understanding of 
the right to 
non-discrimination. 

“I decided to include the different cultures that I am, 
Ojibway, Canadian, and South African. I am a cousin and a 
daughter and a sister. A boy and girl are equal.”



(M. age 11)

“Children are diamonds. Don’t carve them.” 
 

(M. age 11)

“Nice or poor doesn’t’ matter.” 
 

(E. age 10)

What Are Children 
Questioning?

How does being included make 
you feel?



How can people stop excluding 
people?



What can we do to make people in 
our lives feel more included?



What should we do if we see 
someone being discriminated 
against?



Do you look up to anyone? 



Do you act like someone else, or 

do you act like yourself? 



I really loved it to express myself 
my own way! 

How Are Children 
Responding?

“We could, in different parts of 
Toronto, put buddy benches. 
People can go there and see 
how you’re feeling.” (M. age 10)



We should help them, stand up 
for them, and make them feel 
better.” (V. age 10)



“Other people should not try to 
make other people excluded.” 
(E. age 10)



“Makes you feel happy because 
excluded makes you feel sad.” 
(J. age 11)

V. age 10



“[At first] it felt that we didn’t have a personality. We 
weren’t diverse. But after, we felt great to be as we 
wanted and different f rom everyone else.”



(M. age 11)

“Some people might want to be other people, but we 
should all be ourselves.”

 


(V. age 10)

“After we started talking. We got to know each other.”
 

(V. age 10)

How Do we see ourselves and others?

To engage in an activity that would encourage children to 
think about how it feels to be different, how it would feel if 
they were discriminated against, and how they see themselves 
and others, they were given blank white paper plates with ‘eye 
holes’ cut out. This activity had two stages. First, they were 
invited to hold the plate to their face and to silently walk 
around the room with the paper plate covering their faces. 
Second, they took their paper plates and decorated them in 
any manner that they chose. Once the children were finished, 
they were invited to hold the decorated plate to their face and 
walk around the room. This time they had the opportunity to 
talk with one another.

Once each child had completed their puzzle piece, they then 
had the choice of attaching every piece together to form 
puzzle pieces. To wrap up the activity, the facilitators 
encouraged the children to reflect on the process of creating 
their puzzle piece and putting the puzzle together as a group.

“We each made a different piece. We all together make a masterpiece.” 
 

(M. age 11)



5.4 The Family Group

Ice Breaker: Four Corners

How do we help children enact their rights? 

“The earlier the better.”

Facilitator: 
Participant: 

Article 2: The 
Right to Non-Discrimination

Having the families on site during the event provided a great 
opportunity for the adults to come together to share 
knowledge, thoughts and experiences related to 

. The Family session was 
facilitated by the graduate students who guided the adults 
through a variety of reflective activities, provided opportunities 
for group discussions, and encouraged conversations about 
ways to continue advocating for the rights of the child. 

To help participants become comfortable with one another, 
the session began with an ice breaker. They were invited to 
view the image of the season that was posted in each corner 
of the room and then make their way to the image that they 
most related to (e.g., if spring was one person's favourite 
season, they would make their way to that poster/corner).

They were asked to discuss why the season was their favourite 
within their small group. The images were then replaced with 
instruments. Again, the participants were invited to view each 
image, make their way to the image that resonated with 
them and discuss their ideas with the newly formed group. 

Student facilitators: Jacqueline, Jenny, and Vincent



Volunteer facilitator: Bethany

A c t i v i t i e s



This activity was followed with one facilitator sharing 
information about the UNCRC.

Round Robin Group Discussions

For this activity, the participants were asked to form four small 
groups. They were then invited to rotate around the room and 
to answer four broad questions pertaining to the right to 
non-discrimination. The intent was for the participants to 
think about children’s rights within the home, at school, and 
in their local and global communities. 

The participants were asked: How should children be 
encouraged to enact their right to non-discrimination...

OPEN DISCUSSION: WHAT DO YOU KNOW 
ABOUT CHILDREN'S RIGHTS?

Facilitators presented information about Shaking the Movers 
and the purpose of the workshop. 

Think/Pair/Share: Participants were asked to think about what 
they know about children’s rights and then share with their 
“elbow partners”.  They were then invited to share what they 
discussed with the whole group.



In their own words..

How should children be encouraged to enact their 

right to non-discrimination at home?

voice

learn about rights and non-discrimination and cultures

model behaviour, words

asking questions

listening

open doors

challenging discrimination 

media – positive & negative influences

respect: Show the child the same respect as the adult

child learns from what they see not what you say

read books on children’s rights to children

stand up for children

– know the consequenceschoice & autonomy 	

– responsibility

teaching critical thinking

AT Home

The adults were invited to document their thoughts and 
feelings concerning each question on flip chart paper. 



In their own words..

At School

How should children be encouraged to enact thEIr 

right to non-discrimination at SCHOOL?

care for the child

create positive interactions

a significant adult who cares about the child’s rights

and feelings can impact their lives

questioning authority (adults) “why?” “no”

understanding consequences of choices

children are taught to show respect back to peers/adults

belonging

helping children find the words to advocate for their rights & needs

accessing resources

leadership role

institutional approach - navigating institutional structures

understanding children’s rights

how to stand up for themselves

effective communications



In their own words..

In the Community

How should children be encouraged to enact thEIr 

right to non-discrimination IN THE COMMUNITY?

exposure to multicultural environment

respecting others

interacting with diverse people

earlier the better

talk about & normalize differences

stand up for self & others!

parent & adult modelling

celebrating human difference in daily life

challenging discrimination in self, homes, institutions, etc.



In their own words..

Globally

How should children be encouraged to enact thEIr 

right to non-discrimination GLOBALLY?

understanding and sharing global experiences

learn different cultures, languages

understand complicated intersections, self-identity, differences

context of the community or individual – trauma/war/refugees

(supports are needed)

include children in matters that affect them



In an effort to invite and promote meaningful discussions at 
home concerning children’s rights, a list of children’s 
storybooks related to children’s rights was created and shared 
with the adults. Please see Appendix C for this resource. 

Sharing of Resources

Our Call to Action

Using polleverywhere.com, families were invited to submit a 
word/phrase focused on encouraging their child(ren) and 
other children to exercise their right to non-discrimination. 
Once all words/phrases were submitted, a word cloud was 
generated and discussed amongst the larger group. For this 
activity, Article 42 of the UNCRC was introduced; specifically, 
the role of adults, as duty-bearers, to ensure that children and 
adults alike are aware of children’s inherent, indivisible, and 
interrelated rights.
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Themes

Children’s Awareness of Their Rights6.1

The Right to Non-Discrimination6.2

The Right to Family and Home6.3

The Right to Play, Being Outside, and Having Fun6.4



6.1 Children’s Awareness 
of Their Rights

6.2 The Right to 
Non-Discrimination

The youth and student facilitators working with each age 
group made an intentional effort to gain insight into the 
children’s level of awareness with respect to their rights. 
Significantly and importantly, children of all ages were able to 
speak to and discuss their rights in relation to their diverse 
lived experiences. Children as young as four-years-old 
recognized the differences between wants and needs and in 
their own words spoke about their right to family. Our oldest 
children were also aware that rights in practice are not 
universal and that globally there are many children whose 
rights have not been realized.

Children of all ages spoke about non-discrimination in ways 
that mattered to them. Our younger children spoke about 
rescue dogs being a need, that we do not need water if it is 
dirty and that drinking dirty water can “make people die” and 
being kind to others. Treating others fairly, that boys and girls 
are equal, that it should not matter if children are rich or poor, 
and providing ways for children to express themselves in their 
own way were highlighted by the older children while 
participating in their various activities. They also spoke about 
the reality of being discriminated against by feeling excluded, 
the different ways children look, where children live, and the 
types of jobs their parents hold. One child believes that having 
the same skin colour as their teacher is considered lucky.
 

A youth facilitator L. believes that all children have the
“right to feel safe and not judged by their age/race/ethnicity.”



6.3 The Right to Family 
and Home
Children spoke of the importance of and the right to a home and 
a family. Our youngest participants spoke of being happy when 
they were spending time with their family and playing at home. 
A child in the age 6- to 8-year old group choose their character 
for the privilege race based on the fact that the character had a 
home. References to their home and family were woven 
throughout the workshop. 

In addition to the right to non-discrimination, play was a key 
right that the children spoke about. Children have the right to 
“rest and leisure, to engage in play and recreational activities 
appropriate to the age of the child and to participate freely in 
cultural life and the arts. States Parties shall respect and promote 
the right of the child to participate fully in cultural and artistic life 
and shall encourage the provision of appropriate and equal 
opportunities for cultural, artistic, recreational and leisure 
activity” (Article 31, UN General Assembly, 1989, p. 9). 



Children expressed their ideas of play and having fun verbally, by 
drawing, and by sculpting plasticine. The children told us that 
they are happy when they play at home. They like to have fun 
and one child specifically shared that “it is a right to have fun”. In 
their own words, the children expressed the right to play 
outdoors, to have fun outside, and that they were happy when 
they were outdoors. Some children expressed that they enjoyed 
the privilege race activity because they were running and were 
in the fresh air. The right to participate in specific activities and 
play sports were shared by the oldest children. 

6.4 The Right to Play, 
Being Outside, and 
Having Fun
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Lessons Learned & 

Concluding Thoughts
Successes7.1

Advantages7.2

Enhancing the Workshop Design

and Implementation

7.3

Challenges to Address for the

Next Event

7.4



Lessons Learned

7.1 Successes

To conclude the event, a debriefing session was held for the 
students and youth facilitators to share their ideas about their 
workshops. As part of the assignment, the students also 
submitted a “lessons learned” paper. They discussed their 
workshop’s successes, the advantages of offering this event to 
young children, how to enhance the design and 
implementation of the workshop, and what challenges should 
be addressed before implementing the next Shaking the 
Movers: Early Childhood event.

Children learning and discussing their rights with one 
another, and with the youth and student facilitators.

Small group discussions and one-to-one discussions.

Outdoor activity.

Active and participatory activities, with less structure.


Exploring children’s rights using a variety of mediums 
such as conversations, drawings, sculpting using 
playdough and/or plasticine, creating 
three-dimensional items, and movement.




7.2 Advantages

Introducing children to their rights at an early age.

Including families in the event so that they are 
discussing children’s rights.

Sharing children’s rights information with their friends 
and families.

At the end of the workshop, children were able to 
articulate their right to non-discrimination.

Including youth facilitators who were excited about 
working with the children and not “just listen to adults 
talk the whole time” (S. graduate student).

Children being in a space created for children.

Begin with all families and children together in one 
room and then divide into different age groups.

End the event with all families and children together 
in one room for a closing.

Include more unstructured activities for the children.

If possible, include more outdoor activities.


Provide more opportunities for small group and 
one-to-one conversations.

7.3 Enhancing the 
Workshop Design and 
Implementation 



Add extra time for registration.

The length of the workshop was adequate for the 
kindergarten age children but time may be extended 
for the older children.

Take photos in a way that does not distract children 
from their activities.

Have less adults in the children’s space.


Offer the family/adult session closer to the children’s 
rooms.


If students are to offer the event in the future, build 
in more time to work with the youth facilitators.

Recruite more families with young children.

7.4 Challenges to 
Address for the 

Next Event

Concluding Thoughts


Shaking the Movers: Early Childhood was a success as it 
speaks to the fact that young children, experts in their own 
right, can and should be meaningfully consulted and included 
in all processes concerning them, their childhoods, and their 
rights.



We need to listen. Our youngest children remind us that...

“Thank you for a space without borders.” 



(V. age 10)

“We need to be kind”



(T. age 4)
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Shaking the Movers  
A Child’s Right to Non-Discrimination 

Children’s Registration Form 

I am registering for a children’s event 

called Shaking the Movers. 

My name is  

___________________________________  

I am __________ years old  

School of Early Childhood Studies 
Faculty of Community Services



The Privilege Race 

The Privilege Race activity is designed to create discussion around the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 2: Children’s right to non-discrimination. This 
activity represents a group of character’s experiences in the education system and gives players 
an opportunity to visually understand how discrimination can affect children. Each character has 
different barriers and privileges that affect their educational journey from ability to economic 
status. As characters position themselves on the starting line, some players will get the 
opportunity to move forward and get a head-start depending on their character’s barriers and 
privileges. The result is a visual representation on the ways that uncontrollable factors can 
contribute to children’s educational journey. The game finishes with the characters racing from 
their various starting points, all trying to achieve the same goal of getting past the finish line and 
achieving a successful and enjoyable school experience.   

Directions: 

One facilitator is the script reader and one facilitator is the symbol card holder. The symbol card 
holder can organize the symbol cards from 1-16. 

Up to ten players can pick a character card of their choice and line up on the starting line. Each 
card has different symbols that represent different privileges and barriers. 

The reader will read out the script which has statements such as, “If your character had breakfast 
today, if you have an egg on your card – come forwards two moves. If you don’t have breakfast 
symbol it means your family didn’t have time or maybe money to give you breakfast: stay where 
you are.” 

The symbol-card holder will hold up the image of the egg.  
 
The script reader will read out all the statements. Players will look for corresponding symbols on 
their cards and listen to whether their character moves forward or stays where they are for each 
statement.  Depending on your space, you may ask players to come forward only one move per 
statement. 

When all statements are read out, the characters can race from where they are to the finish line.  

Note: There are two statements that do not have symbols and require players to look at their 
character’s face for judgement. This will include seeing if their character is wearing glasses and 
the colour of their skin.  

Included in the script is a guideline to explain the game to the players. This can be altered to 
meet the needs of the players in whatever way the script-reader feels would be beneficial.  

Following the race, consider how to take this activity further by discussing what types of 
privileges and barriers characters had and how that might affect children’s ability to go to school.  

Consider how your group addresses these barriers and discuss ways you can support each other 
and stand-up against discrimination. 
 
Game concept inspired by: 
Peter D. (2017, Oct. 3).Life of privilege explained in a $100 race - please watch to the end [video file]. Retrieved 
from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4K5fbQ1-zps 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4K5fbQ1-zps


Privilege Race Script:  

All your characters are trying to enjoy and succeed at school, but some students have an easier 
time than others.  

You are going to look at your characters and listen to the directions to see what type of 
privileges and barriers affect a child’s ability to go to school. Listen carefully and look at the 
symbols on your cards sometimes we will ask you to come forward or stay where you are – listen 
carefully to see which one. 

1. If your character had breakfast today, if you have an egg on your card – come forwards two 
moves. If you don’t have breakfast symbol it means your family didn’t have time or maybe 
money to give you breakfast: stay where you are. 
 

2. If your character was born male and identifies as a boy, if you have a circle with an arrow 
coming out of it, come forward two moves. If you do not identify as a boy, you identify as a 
girl, nonbinary, or transgender, stay where you are. 
 

3. If your character has a home, come forward two moves. If you do not have a home, it means 
you do not always know where you are going to sleep at night, stay where you are. 

 
4. If your character’s family has money to buy new clothes, a shirt with a money sign, come 

forward two moves.  
 

5. If your character has transportation to get to school, a car symbol, come forward two moves.  
 

6. If you have a plane symbol on your card, your character recently immigrated to Canada, stay 
where you are. If you do not have this symbol come forward.  

 
7. If your character speaks the same language as the teacher, English or a hello symbol, come 

forward two moves. 
 

8. If your character’s family has money to buy school supplies, a picture with crayons, come 
forward two moves. 

 
9. If your character has a symbol with someone with a black eye, it means you are being bullied 

at school. Stay where you are. If you do not have this symbol come forward two steps. 
 

10. Your teacher is white. Look at the skin colour of your character. If your character’s skin 
colour is the same as the teacher’s, come forward two moves  

 
11. If your character has a short distance to get to school, a little map, come forward two moves. 

If you do not have a map symbol it means your have a long way to travel to get to school, 
stay where you are. 

 
12. Look at your character’s face, if your character wears glasses, stay where you are. If your 

character does not wear glasses come forward two moves. 



 
13. If your character has someone to help them with their homework maybe parents or a special 

tutor and you have a symbol with a paper with a check mark, come forward to moves.  
 

14. If your character has a crossed-out money symbol it means your family is living in poverty. 
Stay where you are. If you do not have this crossed out money symbol, come forward two 
moves.  

 
15. If your character had lunch today, a picture of a sandwich, come forward two moves. If you 

do not have this symbol it means your character did not have lunch today – stay where you 
are. 

 
16. If your character goes to school that is well financed with a safe playground, a picture of a 

slide, come forward two moves.  
 

17. There are stairs to this school. If your character can walk up these steps, come forward two 
moves. If you have a wheel chair symbol on your card stay where you are. 
 

18. If your character is sick often and you have the cross-health symbol on your card it means 
you have  to go to the hospital or doctor often STAY where you are. If you do not have this 
symbol on your card you are healthy, come two moves. 

Stop and look around. Each student has had to overcome different barriers to succeed at school. 
None of the things we called out can be controlled by your characters, yet some of the things 
help students and some of the things make it harder for students.  

This finish line represents an enjoyable and successful school experience and it is something all 
your characters have a right to. These students at the front have a head start. 

We are going to race now. Get ready to race to this finish line when I say go. 

On your mark, get set, GO. 
 
Example Debrief/Guiding Questions 

1. What did you notice in this activity? 
2. What did you think of this activity? 
3. Do you think this activity is fair?  
4. Why did you choose your specific character (if children were looking for people that look 

like them, this opens opportunity to talk about the importance of representation). 
5. Knowing that children and their families face these privileges and discriminations in their 

daily lives, what can we do to protect and respect their right to non-discrimination? What 
steps must we take? 

Note: These questions may be altered to suit the needs of varying groups 

 

© Leah Shoemaker, Warda Batool, Chloe Waters, Sophia Mohamed, Nicole Dulysh, Melissa 
Bagirakandi, Kristen Arts 



 

Shaking the Movers  

Workshop on Children’s Right to Non-Discrimination 

Family Session 

Children’s Rights and Social Justice Children’s Book List 

Books for Children from Birth to 5-years-old 

A Family is a Family is a Family - by Sarah O’Leary, illustrated by Qin Leng 

A is for Activist - by Innosanto Nagara 

And Tango Makes Three - by Justin Richardson & Peter Parnell, illustrated by Henry   

Cole 

Counting on Community - by Innosanto Nagara 

Have You Filled a Bucket Today? – by Carol McCloud, illustrated by David Messing 

Here We Are: Notes For Living On Planet Earth - by Oliver Jeffers 

I Have the Right to be a Child - by Alain Serres, illustrated by Aurelia Fronty 

My Heart Fills with Happiness - by Monique Gray Smith, illustrated by Julie Flett 

Odd Dog Out - by Rob Biddulph  

The Invisible String - by Patrice Karst, illustrated by Geoff Stevenson 

There’s a Bear on My Chair - by Ross Collins 

The Day the Crayons Quit - by Drew Daywalt, illustrated by Oliver Jeffers 

The Day You Begin - by Jacqueline Woodson, illustrated by Rafael Lopez 

The Name Jar - by Yangsook Choi 

Welcome - by Barroux 

When We Were Alone - by David A. Robertson, illustrated by Julie Flett 

Whoever You Are - by Mem Fox 



Books for Children from 5- to 10-years-old 

Can You Say Peace? - by Karen Katz 

Four Feet, Two Sandals - by Karen Lynn Williams & Khadra Mohammed, illustrated by 

Doug Chayka 

I Am Not A Number - by Jenny Kay Dupuis & Kathy Kacer, illustrated by Gillian Newland 

In Lucia’s Neighborhood by Pat Shewchuk and Marek Colek 

It’s Our World Too!: Young People Who Are Making A Difference - by Phillip Hoose 

Mama Miti - by Donna Jo Napoli, illustrated by Kadir Nelson 

Moon Bound Girl by Dave Dunseath, created and illustrated by Leigh Ann Agu 

My Little Book of Big Freedoms - by Chris Riddell 

My Princess Boy by Cheryl Kilodavis, illustrated by Suzanne DeSimone 

My Two Blankets by Irena Kobald and Freya Blackwood 

Our Rights: How Kids are Changing the World - by Janet Wilson 

Rain School by James Rumford 
Say Something by Peter H. Reynolds 

The Boy and the Bindi by Vivek Shraya, illustrated by Rajni Perera 

This Child, Every Child: A Book about the World’s Children - by David Smith, illustrated 

by Shelagh Armstrong 

Viola Desmond Won’t be Budged! - by Jody Nyasha Warner & Richard Rudnicki 

We Are All Born Free - by Amnesty International 

Young Water Protectors: A Story About Standing Rock - by Aslan Tudor & Kelly Tudor 
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